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Abstract

Providing a high level of Quality of Service (QoS) is essential for future wireless networks. This article presents a new
multihop wireless routing protocol that opportunistically takes profit from variations of radio conditions in terms of path loss,
shadowing and multipath fading to maximize the system capacity. However, guaranteeing high system capacity should not evade
the packet delay minimization objective. Consequently, the best path should not only be considered as the path with best throughput
but a combination of a good link throughput and, in addition, low router buffer occupancy load. Taking into account the available
router buffer occupancy in its path selection, our proposal uses queuing theory information in order to also provide an efficient
load balancing solution that adequately distributes the traffic load in the whole network. Exploiting this information, our solution
dynamically adapts the selected path across time avoiding overexploited efficient links as well as low throughput link usage. This
adaptation is performed considering each link state and the amount of channel information available. This improves the throughput
and delay with only small marginal overhead cost. Our proposal applies to all wireless multihop networks, with increased benefit
for extending cell coverage. We demonstrate through our simulation study that our solution raises the system capacity by more
than 50 % in several scenarii as well as reduces packet delays compared to state-of-the-art protocols such as Ad-hoc On-demand
Distance Vector (AODV), Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) and Link State Opportunistic Routing (LSOR).

Index Terms

Wireless Network, Multihop Network, Opportunistic Routing, Multipath Fading, Quality of Service.

I. INTRODUCTION

Routing in wireless multihop networks raises a lot of interest. Advances in this field will open the path to new features in
ad-hoc and hybrid networks. Using mobile terminals as relays for instance will allow to offload macro cells relying on satellite
cells [1]. Routing is also key to support the development of multimedia applications. These real-time applications have indeed
stringent quality of service constraints, in particular in terms of delay [2], and also require improved user connectivity when
offered in a mobile context.

An efficient routing solution should be designed to identify the optimal path, that is the set of links that provide overall the
best throughput and lowest latency. It is widely acknowledged that on a given path, the link with minimal throughput strongly
jeopardizes the global Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE). As a result, many papers define the optimal
path as the one whose bottleneck is the least constraining. However, if routing protocols build their decision only considering
the path bottleneck value, the probability to over-exploit the network best path is high and could result in a high packet delay
risk. In addition, the lack of load balancing will induce low system link profitability reducing the global system capacity.
Numerous solutions have been proposed for wired networks. However, these proposals are not applicable to wireless networks
because of the particularities of radio wave propagation. These require adaptive routing strategies that are able to dynamically
take into account the variability of the link throughput as well as the router load, resulting in the continuous selection of a
high throughput and low loaded path.

A significant physical phenomenon observed in wireless networks is multipath fading. Since propagation is not guided, the
radio waves emitted by an antenna propagate in all directions, encounter different obstacles and some of them will eventually
recombine at the receiving antenna. As those waves travel on paths with different lengths, they reach the receiving antenna
with a different phase. Depending on how much in phase (or out-of-phase) these sub-signals arrive, constructive or destructive
interference occurs. If sub-signals are in phase, constructive interference produces a strong received signal which may be
harnessed using a high order modulation to obtain a high short term throughput. If signals are close to phase opposition,
destructive interference yield poor received signal power and result in low short term throughout. As a consequence of this
multipath fading phenomenon, channel state varies quickly across time, every few milliseconds [3]. On a longer time scale,
the channel state also varies due to path loss and shadowing if nodes are mobile. The achievable throughput is thus affected
because the modulation scheme of the transmission must be adapted. In the following, we define the short term Link State
Information (LSIshort) as the measure of the rapidly-changing throughput values due to multipath fading. LSIshort values
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are computed on a short time scale, as opposed to average Link State Information (LSIavg) which is the arithmetic mean of
the short term values collected over a larger time scale.

In order to take multipath fading into account, algorithms based on metrics like hop number or the mean Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR) are not efficient because they identify the mean best path in the best case. For instance, in Optimized Link
State Routing (OLSR), the rate at which routing information is sent between nodes is in the order of the second [4, 5]. As
aforementioned, multipath fading happens on a much shorter time scale. The mean best path is not systematically the short
term best path because the latter changes quickly over time. This is why the well-known Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector
(AODV) [6, 7] is also non optimal in terms of throughput. The path selected by AODV is the one providing the best throughput
at a given time, overlooking variations of radio conditions and leading to sub-optimal performance.

Recent technical advances give access to measures of the instantaneous radio propagation conditions, like LSIshort. This
allows to design a solution that adapts the path between a source and a destination, as a function of multipath fading, taking
inspiration from advances in scheduling protocols [8-10]. For instance, if a node is experiencing strong interference at some
point, an opportunistic algorithm can decide to route traffic to an alternative node instead.

In the literature, opportunistic routing refers to packet forwarding solutions based on geolocalisation [11] or algorithms that
use an increased number of nodes to transmit data [12]. The first aims at taking profit of user locations to gain efficiency in
the routing of packets. This can benefit to the network coverage but without any delay bound guarantee. The second exploits
the radio links diversity to increase the overall communication reliability. Extremely Opportunistic Routing (ExOR) [12] is
an emblematic instance of this family of solutions. ExOR combines MAC and routing functionalities. A first packet is sent
to multiple nodes of the multihop wireless networks. Based on this transmission experience, the best node is then elected to
forward a batch of packets. With this method, long distance but lossy links are advantageously exploited while it would have
been discarded by classic routing algorithms. Performance evaluation over a large 802.11 testbed shows significant throughput
gain for most links using ExOR compared to classic routing solutions. A major drawback is however traffic increase and
subsequent congestion in the network due to packet transmission duplication. This was not properly evaluated in the testbed.
Other opportunistic routing proposals include [13] and [14]. In [13], a back pressure adaptive algorithm is proposed. Routing and
scheduling components are decoupled in the algorithm by designing a probabilistic routing table that is used to route packets per
destination queues. [14] minimizes the overall network energy consumption working on a smart management of the forwarder
list with priorities. Static and dynamic transmission power management strategies are investigated to elaborate a performant
energy opportunistic routing policy. [15] proposes a generic Markov model to evaluate candidate selection algorithms. The
necessary inputs are the candidate list of each node, the link delivery probability, and the maximum number of re transmissions
in each node.

All these routing algorithms were primarily designed for ad hoc networks and base their decisions on average SNR values,
assuming a relatively SNR stability in the medium term time scale. However, a substantial gain may be drawn taking into
account the short term SNR fluctuations that occur in wireless networks. We think that a fully ”opportunistic” routing solution
in the sense of ”opportunistic” scheduling solutions, taking inspiration in Maximum Signal to Noise Ratio (MaxSNR) [8, 16],
Proportional Fair (PF) [9, 17] or Weighted Fair Opportunistic (WFO) [10], has a high potential. Taking profit of SNR short
term variations in wireless networks, these resource allocation algorithms optimize the system capacity, with a strong impact on
packet delay and user satisfaction. The potential of fully opportunistic routing is argued in [18] through a preliminary theoretical
study. A global framework is proposed here to develop routing algorithms but assuming a perfect knowledge of instantaneous
SNR values. This is rather theoretical. Practical routing solutions should be designed to work even with missing values of SNR,
which would be more realistic. Moreover, an in-depth benchmarking with classical routing remains to be done. Link State
Opportunistic Routing (LSOR) [19] has been conceived to incorporate the short term SNR measures in the path identification
decision. As a result, LSOR dynamically adapts the optimal path at each time instant as a function of radio conditions. LSOR
is designed to adapt to the various granularity of channel state information available in practical implementations. This leads
to improve performance at the expense of a tendency to over-exploit the same link. In [20], authors propose a Load Balancing
Algorithm using Weighted Cumulative Expected Transmission Time metric (WCETT-LBA) that takes into account mean buffer
occupancy information but does not consider multipath fading short term fluctuations. This achieves high load-balancing but
does not optimize throughput.

In this paper, we propose to extend and merge LSOR and WCETT-LBA and we present a new Opportunistic Buffer Occupancy
Routing (OBOR) solution. Like LSOR, it takes into account the radio condition variations in order to always select an efficient
path in terms of throughput but adds, in its decision algorithm, collected buffer occupancy information in order to avoid best
link over-exploitation. The result is a balanced protocol that better shares the traffic load in the whole network, reducing high
packet delay occurrences, increasing links profitability and consequently system capacity. OBOR reaches better throughput
and delay compared to state-of-the-art solutions. OBOR could also allow extending cell coverage by being combined with a
non-conventional opportunistic scheduler such as in [1].

The paper organization is as follows: the next section presents the state of the art. Then, the third section describes our
OBOR solution in details. In Section IV, we compare OBOR performance with state-of-the-art solutions. The fifth section
discusses overhead. Last section (VI) concludes the paper.
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II. STATE OF THE ART

Routing problems have been an important research field for years, leading to the implementation of several protocols. In this
section, we chose to describe four well known relevant algorithms found in the literature. We dissociate opportunistic protocols
from traditional ones such as AODV and OLSR, which do not integrate the wireless environment particularities. WCETT-LBA
attempts to postpone network congestion using load balancing strategy but experiences the same issues (not considering short
term SNR values). In contrast, opportunistic protocol such as LSOR fully exploits wireless network specificities which brings
much better performance.

A. Optimized Link State Routing

OLSR is one of the non-opportunistic routing protocol. It uses routing tables to compute the path to destination. To keep
the topology up to date, it sends control messages regularly [21]. Instead of testing all its neighbors, a node chooses a few
neighbors and sends them a control message. Those chosen neighbors are called multipoint relays [22]. A node’s multipoint
relay will be the one responsible for forwarding control messages to other ”normal” nodes. The normal nodes will just process
the information and will not forward it. The protocol is indeed efficient in a scaling scenario on huge a topology thanks to its
lower flooding and broadcasting compared to Link State Routing (LSR) [23]. One other OLSR advantage is the absence of
delay while establishing a route since all nodes already have routing tables (in steady system). To send a packet, the transmitting
router simply has to look inside its routing table and to send the packet to its selected neighbor.

But as explained before, OLSR’s main drawback is that it is not opportunistic and does not consider wireless network
specificities like multipath fading1. Routing tables are built only considering average throughput values. This is the only value
taken in consideration on path selection. As an example, if a path has a high quality average throughput but during the opening
of the connection it is prone to destructive interference, it might obtain terrible throughput values and still be chosen by OLSR.
Also, the longer is the path, the higher is the probability for OLSR to be subject to such a situation.

B. Adhoc On-Demand Distance Vector

AODV chooses a route by using flooding [6]. Route Requests (RREQs) packets [24] are sent whenever a source needs to
send data to a new destination. When a node (other than destination) receives a RREQ, it broadcasts to all its neighbors. If a
node receives a second RREQ, this one will be ignored. The chosen route will be the one used by the first RREQ reaching
destination. Then, the destination node will send back to the source a Route Response (RREP) packet using the chosen path.
Meanwhile, every RREQ reaching destination will be ignored. One advantage of AODV is that the chosen route will be the
best in terms of throughput at first (Fig. 2(a)). But there are three main drawbacks: the first is path load, the second is non-
consideration of multipath fading and the last but not least, the high connection establishment delay. Concerning the buffer
occupancy drawback (path load), one example can easily be found: during the route calculation, one node can be heavily loaded
exceptionally due to destructive interference, but on average this node is part of the best average route. Indeed, the RREQ will
reach destination later due to buffer occupancy and the best average path will not be chosen. The selected route will be the
best for a short moment but might not be effective afterwards (for instance when the fully loaded buffer will become empty).
The second drawback is the non-consideration of multipath fading. It means the selected route will always be the same until
connection closes. It will be exposed to throughput variations and will not consider it. In the worst scenario, AODV could
take the least efficient average route because it would be lucky at the path selection time due to favourable multipath fading
conditions and it will stick to it. It could have terrible performance during the whole connection. Even if AODV would take
the best average route, this one might have some low throughput values which constantly change because of multipath fading
effect. It means that to get the best path, protocols must look over adaptive and dynamic solutions. Finally, the last drawback
is the delay to open a connection. Selecting a route can be long because it needs to wait for the RREQ to reach destination
from source, and then wait again for the RREP to travel back to source. This is not suitable for real time applications.

C. WCETT-LBA

Weighted Cumulative Expected Transmission Time with Load Balancing Algorithm (WCETT-LBA) is based on a new metric
trying to avoid selection of overloaded paths. However, WCETT-LBA considers only average router queue length (BOavg)
and mean transmission rate values (LSIavg). Multipath fading is not considered, reducing selected path throughput efficiency.
In addition, being based on average path selection router queue length does not guarantee low packet delay at long term.
Considering short term Buffer Occupancy (BOshort) values would have been more profitable. Indeed, it is always more
profitable to consider updated and accurate values than average values to optimize system efficiency.

1Note that OLSR is hardly improvable by taking short term throughput values into consideration. To create accurate routing tables, OLSR has to converge
and it seems hardly realistic with link values changing very fast over time. Even more, RFC 7181 defining OLSRv2 [4] sets signaling frame exchange timer
to about one second which is much longer than multipath fading variation time. It makes OLSR unable to consider those values.
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D. LSOR

Link State Opportunistic Routing (LSOR) protocol takes into consideration the known multipath fading values in the route
selection process. LSOR uses the same base as OLSR but with this supplementary information, short term SNR will be
considered when selecting the best path. This path will be dynamically chosen and corrected whenever short term SNR will
change due to multipath fading. To be realistic, LSOR is designed with different levels of links knowledge making it usable
in practice. LSOR heavily decreases packet delay and enhances system capacity in opposition to traditional (OLSR, AODV)
and existing opportunistic (ExOR) routing solutions. However, without considering the router buffer occupancy load, the path
selected by LSOR can experience high delays. Other paths with lower (but still efficient) radio conditions and with lower
traffic load could provide better QoS/QoE.

E. Discussion

State-of-the-art solutions have their pros and cons. OLSR always knows the whole topology but only considers mean LSI
values such as link throughput. Even if this solution could select the “best” route, this would only be an average best route.
The real best path over time varies quickly (on a time scale of 50 ms [25]). Taking only the average best route and sticking
to it will always be equal or less efficient than selecting the “real best” route based on short term throughput values. In other
words, a protocol that selects the route adapting to short scale radio conditions variation will always pick up the best real path
over time, which consequently widely increases system throughput capacity and decreases packet delay.

AODV protocol is capable of finding the best instantaneous route in short term values, but will never change it, even with
radio condition variations due to destructive interference. It will lead to decrease system performance when a variation of radio
conditions will occur since the first and last selected route will not statistically always be the best over time.

To conclude this state of the art section, existing solutions from literature are far from exploiting optimal throughput of
the links of a topology. Indeed, they are widely outperformed by LSOR which takes into consideration LSIshort. However,
continuously selecting the best path can cause congestion, drastically increasing packet delays. Consequently, in order to
increase network performance, the focus can not be put only on the throughput but additionally on load level of each path.
WCETT-LBA attempts to solve this issue. However, it is not designed in order to consider LSI and BO values with different
knowledge levels (LSIavg & BOavg or LSIshort & BOshort) making it inefficient in practice. A possible improvement could
be to consider both channel state information in order to provide efficient throughput and buffer occupancy information in
order to avoid routers congestion. This could allow to exploit all routes proportionately to their throughput and traffic load.

III. BUFFER OCCUPANCY AND LINK STATE OPPORTUNISTIC ROUTING (OBOR)

All routing solutions’ main goal is to find the best path in order to maximize user satisfaction by providing them with a
low delay for instance. This usually means selecting the best route in terms of throughput value. However, traditional solutions
found in literature are not built in order to consider the multipath fading effect that can severely affect the performance of
their decision. In addition special attention should be given to avoid best path over-exploitation in order to reduce the risk of
congestion and the probability to experience high packet delays. OBOR, described in this section, is conceived in order to
solve this problem.

A. OBOR principle

OBOR manages the routing decision in order to find an efficient path in terms of throughput but with acceptable buffer
occupancy. From queuing theory and particularly following Little’s law [26], the mean expected duration spent in a system
(here, the mean packet delay) is equal to the average number of packets in the system divided by its mean throughput. For a
specific link of a router, the metric used can be defined as:

Clink(i,i+1) =
(1 +BOi)

LSIi,i+1
, (1)

where BOi is the router i Buffer Occupancy and LSIi,i+1 the known link throughput between the node i and i+1. Considering
the time taken to travel across a full built path from source to destination, the mean expected packet delay is consequently
defined as:

Cpath =

dest−1∑
i=source

(1 +BOi)

LSIi,i+1
=

dest−1∑
i=source

Clink(i,i+1) (2)

The objective of OBOR in order to guarantee high QoS and QoE is consequently to find the path j such as:

j = argmin
p

(
dest−1∑
i=source

(1 +BOi)

LSIi,i+1

)
, p = 1,..., P, (3)

with p the path index and P the number of possible paths between the source and the destination.
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Fig. 1: The flowchart of the OBOR algorithm.

In our opportunistic routing vision, route value relies on the short term values of the channel states and router buffer
occupancy sizes. In the perfect scenario, we can consider a full knowledge of this values. However, some of them can change
faster or could flood too much signaling to allow full data collection. To get a more realistic context, only a few of these
values should be considered as known. We specifically built OBOR in order to adapt to varying degrees of knowledge. In the
rest of the paper, we will define the number of hops where OBOR will collect short term LSI and BO values as the parameter
k. OBOR could be implemented based on many algorithms: we propose a solution inspired from Dijkstra’s algorithm [27] to
find the path with the minimum delay cost in the network. The metric used in (1) dynamically deals with the following rules
according to the router knowledge: The metric used in (1) dynamically deals with the following rules according to the router
knowledge: if short term LSI (LSIshort) and BO (BOshort) values can be collected and are known (the link is not farther
than k hops away from the searching node), then they are considered in the OBOR route selection process. Otherwise, mean
BO (BOavg) and LSI (LSIavg) values are considered.

Fig. 1 is a representation of a possible form for the OBOR solution’s flowchart with:
• i is one of the system node
• Cpath(i) is the link cost from a node to its neighbor i
• Cprevious(i) is the sum of all links cost to build the path from the source to i
• A node checked is a node that have been chosen considering his Cprevious(i)
• A visited node is a node which have already computed the algorithm during the path discovery
The algorithm is executed by every node, starts at an opening of a connection and restarts every time short term throughput

or router buffer occupancy values change at less or equal than k hops away. Note that it is possible that some distant links
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on a path (where the short term LSI and BO values are obsolete or unknown) finally experience high multipath fading or
sudden high router load. That is why OBOR is not a pure source routing protocol. The decision is distributed. The emitter
router will narrowly find the best possible route (primary path) considering the values that it is able to obtain at this node
(as described above). Throughout the route, instantaneous channel quality and router queue information knowledge evolve at
each hop. It permits transitional nodes to rework the primary route if a better path is found (appearance of good SNR or low
buffer occupancy at the considered hop, but that the source cannot read due to signaling delay restrictions). Consequently,
intermediate nodes might be able to adjust the original selected route if they determine that another link grant a more optimal
end to the path (since the first route was rated with more average (non-accurate) BO and LSI values and have led to a different
route tree selection). Applying these rules, packets will not always be sent on the original route and might be deviated to
previously non-selected links that are revealed as better ways. Naturally, every single time a packet travels through a new hop,
the receiving node is aware of new real LSI values closer from destination.

Considering this distributed approach, the packets managed by OBOR experience lower average delay than with AODV,
OLSR, WCETT-LBA and LSOR that do not consider short term LSI and BO.
B. Operation modes of OLSR, AODV, LSOR and OBOR solutions

A perfect topology example would be like on Fig. 2. In this topology packets are sent by the source which is the router
called “A” to destination named “H”. Average links throughput values are written in black and short term values in red. Fig.
2(a) illustrates how OLSR and AODV would process the routing problem in this topology at t = 0 ms. As expected, OLSR
selects the best average route while AODV chooses the best short term throughput route2.

This example depicts OLSR behaviour which could lead to select a link with a very low short term throughput value. Indeed,
we can read a short term throughput value of 3 Mbps on the link (E-H), value which ignored from OLSR. By considering
the average value of 15 Mbps instead in its research for the best route, it will select this link. Hence, at this very specific
moment, AODV will have a better bottleneck value, 8 Mbps on the (C-D) link, when OLSR bottleneck will be quite lower.
But then AODV’s problem will be the non-consideration of multipath fading, so it will not change its initial route in the
future. Consequently, the last selected link of AODV (G-H) which has a low average value will presumably slow down data
transmission in the future (see below).

For this example, parameters k is equal to two hops. It means the node using LSOR to find the best route to the destination
will be able to know short term values on links up to two hops away. Short term values farther than 2 hops are considered
obsolete (older than 50 ms), inaccurate (i.e. unreliable) and consequently, average throughput values will be taken into account
to select the potential best route. Fig. 2(b) illustrates the information known by the access point with this assumption (k = 2)
and the route originally selected by LSOR on the access point. Here, using the access point knowledge of the topology, it
identifies that the best route is the one with a 9 Mbps bottleneck (A-B-E-H). Consequently, this node delivers packets to mobile
B. Note that, in this case, the last link of the selected route has a low short term throughput value (Fig. 2(a)) and will affect
system to a sub-optimal chosen route (because the access point does not know the short term value of the last link and uses the
mean value). However, on Fig. 2(c), packets travelled to one hop closer to the destination and mobile B is now the processing
node. Furthermore, B being closer to destination, it can read the short term throughput values. B node has got the information
that E-H link has low throughput values due to multipath fading effect. Knowing this information, B adjusts the path and sends
packets on the route (B-F-H) with a higher bottleneck than the original path selected by the access point. But even if it is
profitable in terms of throughput, the LSOR selected path relies on mobiles experiencing high traffic load (specifically nodes
B and F). It will decrease drastically users’ QoE because of the experienced high packet delay.

In order to solve this problem, OBOR considers, in addition to LSIshort, the BOshort values in the routing decision process.
Fig. 2(d) highlights OBOR behaviour. The primary path (A-C-D-G-E-H) obtained by the access point’s knowledge offers a
good throughput limited by a bottleneck of 8 Mbps (a bit less than with LSOR) but it goes through routers with empty or very
low buffer occupancy. At the next step, node C does not change the primary path (Fig. 2(e)). However, at the third step, node
D which is near the destination and taking the opportunities of new LSI and BO information, identifies link (G-E) as worse
than link (G-H) and adequately changes the primary path (Fig. 2(f)).

Let’s take a snapshot (Fig. 2(g)) of the route selected by AODV and OBOR with parameter k equal to 2 but when radio
conditions have changed, 50 ms later. AODV’s route has not been modified (A-C-D-G-H) and the consequences are clear:
(A-C) link, the bottleneck of the route, has dropped to 1 Mbps due to multipath fading and AODV is clearly missing the best
path, even though it was the best at the path selection instant (also note that node C is overloaded). Hence, AODV shows
great performance at the route selection and only occasionally thereafter. AODV’s chosen path will most of the time not be
optimal. OLSR also sticks to the original path (A-B-E-H), and the bottleneck (now B-E) will now offer 4 Mbps as throughput
values, which can be considered as mediocre performance. On the other hand, OBOR detected a variation in the topology’s
short term values and the algorithm has been run in order to select the new best route (A-B-F-H), experiencing a bottleneck
of 8 Mbps and low router buffer occupancy for each node composing the path).

2AODV floods the whole network with signaling RREQ packets until the first one reaches destination. It will establish the route that will regularly be the
best in terms of throughput (if not overloaded) at this moment.
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(a) Paths chosen by OLSR and AODV
at t = 0.

(b) Router A: routing decision maker
running LSOR when k = 2. The source
chooses the next hop at t = 0.

(c) Router B: routing decision maker
running LSOR when k = 2. The second
node chooses the next hop at t = (0+ε)
ms.

(d) Router A: routing decision maker
running OBOR when k = 2 at t = 0.

(e) Router C: routing decision maker
running OBOR when k = 2 at t =
(0 + ε) ms.

(f) Router D: routing decision maker
running OBOR when k = 2 at t =
(0 + ε) ms.

(g) OBOR when k = 2 at t = (50+ ε)
ms. OBOR’s path has been adapted to
new link throughput and router load.

Fig. 2: An example of the paths chosen by OLSR, AODV, LSOR and OBOR when k = 2.
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Fig. 3: Performance evaluation topologies.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation context description

In simulations, the channel gain between two nodes is defined such as:

G = h · 10
Xσ
10 ·

(
dref
d

)α
(4)

where h represents the Rayleigh multipath fading, which is modeled by an exponential distribution, X is a standard Gaussian
random variable, σ is the standard derivation of shadowing in dB, dref is the reference distance, d is the distance between
nodes and α is path loss exponent. Rayleigh multipath fading variations induce short term throughput values. These values
change every 50 ms [25] which corresponds to the coherence time of the channel. We denote the SNR of a link as η and it
is modeled such as:

η =
Ptransmit ·G

N0
(5)

with Ptransmit the power of transmission for nodes and N0 the thermal noise power density. To compute LSIshort Shannon’s
formula is used:

LSIshort = log2(1 +
η

Γ
) (6)

where parameter Γ is a SNR correction factor that takes into account the difference between the information-theoretic
performances and the practical implementation of the MCS [28], taking into account BER target denoted by E. It is defined
as follows:

Γ = − ln(5E)

1.5
(7)

Performance evaluation is provided by a discrete event time simulator. Packets are generated each tick of time for each mobile.
Mobiles run realistic Variable Bit Rate (VBR) application that generate high volume of data with tight delay requirements
which significantly complicates the task of routing protocols. A Youtube streaming traffic was used to model VBR applications
[29]. In our simulation we decided to use a classical square grid topology with n the number of nodes on a side. It permits
an easy analysis of the solutions’ performance variation function of the size n of the network. We ran different simulations
for different values of n that gave similar results. In the following we show routing algorithms performance evaluation on
topology n = 4. Fig. 3 represents the layouts of the 2 different scenarii described in the next section:

• First, we study a single source context in order to highlight the interest of the proposed solution in a simple scenario. In
this one, we study the impact of the asymmetry of the topology with one source on the routing protocols performance.
The average throughput of best links is always 12.5 Mbps: this path is made of the top and right links. The worst path
is 7.5 Mbps on average and it is composed of the links on the bottom and left. Others path are ”medium” paths, with an
average of 10 Mbps.

• The second represents a two sources context where the abilities of each protocol in avoiding path over-exploitation can
be underlined. Indeed, algorithms without load balancing strategy often make best links become clogged, while others
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will balance the load and survive longer in time. The second scenario also allows to analyze the algorithms’ scalability
with two sources. The average best path now has two sources from router ”1” (Fig. 3) to destination. It is necessary to
differentiate algorithm(s) that would send packets from the first source (top left ”1”) on the best average path through the
second source (top right ”4”), increasing congestion, from algorithm(s) that would instead avoid sending packets from
the first source through the second one, yielding to a better load balancing. The average links throughput stays constant
between scenarii 1 and 2.

On Fig. 3 the throughput values mentioned on the links are mean LSI values. We consider that each node has the same
transmission possibilities. Therefore, mean LSI values can be regarded as a function of path loss and shadowing between
nodes which determine the average LSIshort values. In both scenarii, the proposed solution is compared to AODV, OLSR and
WCETT-LBA. In addition, an optimal version of LSOR (i.e. LSOR6) using full knowledge of LSIshort has been implemented
to be compared with. Even if it is not achievable in practice, [19] demonstrates that when n = 4, LSOR6 (with k = 6) provides
the best results. In order to study the impact of the link state knowledge k as well as the refreshing rate frequency (RRF) values
on the proposed solution performance, different versions of OBOR have been implemented such as: OBOR1, OBOR2 and
OBOR6. For each k value, three RRF values are also tested: 50 ms, 25ms, 10ms denoted by OBORk, OBOR+

k , OBOR++
k ,

respectively. Other simulation parameters are described in table I.

Parameters Value
Node transmit power Ptransmit = 0.1W (20 dBm) [30]

Standard deviation of shadowing σ = 8 dB
Path-loss exponent α = 3.5 (urban context)

Target BER E = 5 × 10−5

Thermal noise power density N0 = - 174 dBm/Hz
Simulation duration 20 × 103 s

TABLE I: Simulations parameters.

B. Studied KPIs

This study focuses on four Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to evaluate the performance of each solution:
• The system limit capacity is defined as the traffic load reachable (in Mbps) by each protocol before the system congestion.

Higher the value is, higher the system is able to process packets.
• The mean packet delay is the mean delay (in ms) to transmit one packet, hence defined as the time between the creation

and the arrival of the packet at the destination.
• The system delivery ratio is the ratio (in %) between packets sent and received, denoted as SDR.
• The energy consumption is defined as the mean energy consumed to send one bit between two nodes (in mJ/bit). In this

study, we consider the consumption of a mobile while transmitting equals to a constant amount of energy per time tick
of 157 mW [31].

C. Scenario 1: single-source context

Fig. 4 illustrates every protocol results within an asymmetric topology for n = 4 (Fig. 3).As aforementioned, in the best
cases, OLSR chooses the best mean route. The best mean route is distinctly identified as the top right one here in our topology.
Concerning AODV, it usually chooses the one with the best short term LSI values (statistically the lowest packet delay) at the
connection opening and then never changes it over time. So the topology aspect at the transmission opening is truly crucial
for AODV. It sometimes chooses the best average path, some other time the worst one or the medium one. Here we can see
in Fig. 4 that OLSR is way better than AODV. AODV might choose the worst average path, which could only be good at the
opening of transmission moment, while OLSR will always take the average best path that is better on the long term.

As explained in section II-C, WCETT-LBA is an algorithm based on average values. It will select its path considering both
average throughput and average router buffer occupancy. The changing route frequency of WCETT-LBA is about one second.
It predominantly selects the top right path unless it is overloaded. When this path is overloaded, the algorithm selects another
route with lower average LSI values that is statistically less efficient on the long term (longer than 50 ms) and, even if load
balancing is allowed, this last route will experience increased difficulties (the top right path has more chances of being efficient
on the long term (i.e. time scale of one second)). This explains why it is better than AODV but worse than OLSR (Fig. 4).

Concerning LSOR solution, at low traffic load, it provides the best performance regarding the delay (Fig. 4(b)) since it
continuously chooses the best short term path in terms of throughput while no congestion risk occurs. However when the
traffic load increases, the same selected path could be successively chosen and could become overloaded. This can significantly
increase packet delay and cause the SDR to drop. Taking radio condition specificities in its routing path selection, LSOR
widely outperforms AODV, WCETT-LBA and OLSR in terms of system limit capacity by reaching a value of up to 12 Mbps
(Fig. 4(a)).

As explained in section IV-A, different assumptions about available knowledge k of short term LSI and BO have been
tested as well as the refreshing rate frequency values. OBOR1 means a node is able to use a short term LSI and short term
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(a) System limit capacity. (b) Mean packet delay.

(c) System delivery ratio. (d) Mean energy consumption.

Fig. 4: Scenario 1 (single source).

BO value up to one hop. This allows each node to partially adapt both to the path load fluctuation and to multipath fading
variations avoiding selecting some temporary overloaded path or bad path in terms of throughput. It drastically affects the
system by increasing the whole throughput capacity, increasing the load before the congestion limit of the network by reducing
delay (Fig. 4(b) and 4(a)). The more the acknowledgment of short term LSI and BO values (k), the more precise will be
the adjustment of the route by every node to prevent overloaded nodes and multipath fading variations. It increases OBOR’s
capacity by splitting the single source load on the whole network (Fig. 4(a)). As anticipated, the higher k is, the lower will be
the arriving packet delay (in every traffic load scenario) and the later the network congestion limit will be reached. For every
n (sizes of networks), values of k exist such that:

k ≥ 2(n− 1), (8)

kcomplete = 2(n− 1). (9)

A knowledge k as in (8) also assumes that all short term LSI and BO values of every network’s single links and nodes are
known and readable. In a small n topology this is possible but when n starts to increase, it becomes an idealistic assumption
and unrealistic from a technical point of view. For the sake of completeness, we ran simulations for all scenarii applying every
existing k values between 1 and kcomplete. In those scenarii, n equals to 4 means that to get a complete knowledge, k must
be higher or equal to 6. Consequently, k = 6 represents the full knowledge of short term LSI and BO in the topology. In these
idealistic scenarii, OBOR protocol will systematically find the best route based on short term values. From this point, expanding
the knowledge k over 6 will not change anything. However, to reach a total knowledge at kcomplete, it might represent a high
overhead and it is a strong assumption. In state-of-the-art radio access management research [8, 9, 16, 17, 32], the knowledge
k = 1 assumption is extensively approved since short term LSI (i.e. short term Signal to Noise Ratio) are frequently analysed
during the process of scheduling. Since the assumption k = 1 can always be treated as valid, OBOR1 results illustrate the
minimum guaranteed gain delivered by OBOR. Yet, it is important to note that k ∈ R and k ∈ ]1, 3] can also bring a discussion
(Section IV-E) but is studied generally possible/feasible. Therefore, in the following, we focus our study to k = 1 and k = 2.

Limit capacity results (Fig. 4(a)) illustrate OBOR performances for different k and RRF values. For instance, OBOR+
2

means that this version of OBOR has a refresh rate up to 25 ms and a LSI knowledge of two hops. Short term LSI will be
the same for 2 route decisions but the BO value can change drastically during 25 ms, even more with a high traffic load. This
upgrade permits to be even more accurate about avoiding path overload and network congestion. As illustrate in Fig. 4(a),
quicker is refreshing time, slightly better are the results in term of system limit capacity. Concerning the impact of k values
on OBOR performance, note that performance of OBOR2 and OBOR6 are very closed. Considering OBOR6 can be seen as
OBORoptimum in this topology, these results underline that full knowledge is not required to reach high performance. From
this point, as OBOR2 almost reaches OBORoptimum performance with a lower overhead (i.e more realistic) while delay and
SDR KPIs are highly related to the system limit capacity, we chose to do not display OBOR6 versions on these two last KPIs
for presentation matters.
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(a) System limit capacity. (b) Mean packet delay.

(c) System delivery ratio. (d) Mean energy consumption.

Fig. 5: Scenario 2 (multi-sources).

Focusing on energy, Fig. 4(d) represents the energy consumed by each transmitted bit for a traffic load of 15 Mbps
transmission. Solutions that do not consider multipath fading never optimize throughput and the transmission takes a longer
time. That is why OBOR and LSOR widely outperform traditional routing protocols (respectively OLSR, WCETT-LBA and
AODV). In addition, making efficient load balancing allows to transmit the traffic load faster. More nodes are solicited but for a
shorter duration that reduces their time of activity, highly greedy in energy consumption. OBOR takes into account the wireless
radio condition like LSOR in order to continuously optimize path throughput but, adding buffer occupancy consideration, packet
delay is reduced and less energy is consumed.

To recap this scenario’s results, WCETT-LBA and AODV deliver interesting performance on a low traffic load but are widely
outperformed by all other protocols with an increased traffic load. OLSR is better since it chooses the best mean path. However,
as soon as short term LSI are considered, LSOR and OBOR clearly outperform the other solutions. This gap increases with
k. LSOR6 being an algorithm with a full vision of short term LSI values, it is clearly good with a low traffic load (Fig.
4(b)). With medium and high traffic loads, it has difficulties to keep a good delay and its delivery ratio drops (Fig. 4(c)). Even
with the knowledge of only LSIshort and BOshort of one hop (k = 1), the less powerful version (OBOR1) of OBOR still
outperforms the best version of LSOR considering full knowledge (LSOR6) after 12 Mbps. It can nearly reach 13.5 Mbps
before congestion. Indeed, the capacity to balance the load across the network makes it an efficient algorithm to ensure a good
scalability when time to increase traffic load comes. It avoids links over- and/or under-exploitation. In addition, the higher the
knowledge level k is, the more efficient OBOR becomes (i.e. OBOR2 > OBOR1). This is similar for the refresh routing time.
The higher the routing decision frequency is, the better are the abilities of OBOR to avoid congested paths and its capacity to
reduce delays and increase system capacity (i.e. OBOR2 < OBOR+

2 ).

D. Scenario 2: multi-sources context
Our second scenario is based on multi-sources topology (2 sources (Fig. 3)). The scenario allows to study the abilities of

each solution to avoid selecting a same path for both sources and consequently links over-exploitation. Fig. 5 shows the results
for this scenario. Both sources produce the same quantity of data. Traffic load information are the data created in the whole
network.

The first thing to notice is the OLSR case. As shown in Fig. 3, the average best path goes through both sources. Choosing
this path, OLSR transferred the data from the first source to the second that quickly leads to congestion (Fig. 5(b) and (Fig.
5(a))). With OLSR, system capacity is consequently the same for scenario 1 (Fig. 4(a)) and 2 (Fig. 5(a)).

With AODV, selected paths depend on initial radio conditions. Sometimes the path of the first source does not cross the
second source path, sometimes they share the exact same path, and sometimes they only have one or two nodes in common.
Making regular involuntary load balancing, AODV provides in this scenario better performance than OLSR.

The same phenomenon appears with WCETT-LBA. As expected, taking into account average values of routing traffic load, it
makes efficient load balancing and outperforms OLSR and AODV in terms of delay, packet delivery ratio and system capacity
(Fig. 5(b), 5(c) and (Fig. 5(a))).
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Continuously choosing the best current path at each instant, LSOR keeps good performance on low traffic load situation.
In addition since radio conditions vary quickly, LSOR also performs temporary load-balancing that helps to increase system
capacity limit and reduces delay (Fig. 5(b) and (Fig. 5(a))). However, the top right path (i.e. mean best path (Fig. 3)), is often
selected causing congestion when approaching 15-16 Mbps.

Taking the benefits of LSOR to LSIshort and additionally to the BOshort values, OBOR is able to reach WCETT-LBA
performance using its lowest degree of knowledge (OBOR1 (k = 1)). Indeed, a range of 1 hop, OBOR1 could sometimes
engage the flow in a potential good path in terms of throughput and traffic load. When progressing forward, it then discovers
too lately that the rest of the path is heavily overloaded or experiences high multipath fading and it could have a lack of choice
to find better path. However, if the refresh routing time is slightly increased, OBOR+

1 quickly sees that the selected path
starts to be overloaded and the change of path reduces failure effects. This allows OBOR+

1 to provide results very close to
LSOR6 while requiring a widely less amount of data to collect (and consequently, easier to implement contrary to LSOR6).
With a range of 2 hops, OBOR2 is able to avoid the majority of these cases. Results show that OBOR2 clearly outperforms
all other solutions in terms of packet delivery ratio (Fig. 5(c)) and system capacity (Fig. 5(a)) providing a low packet delay
even with high traffic load (Fig. 5(b)). As in the previous scenario, the results in Fig. 5(a) show that the differences between
the performance of OBOR2 and OBOR6 are not significant.

To summarize, as expected, algorithms without any load balancing and path adjustment are heavily outperformed by the
others solutions. WCETT-LBA at low traffic load has interesting results because of low variation of router buffer occupancy,
however with a high traffic load, average values are not sufficient enough leading to congestion. Like with LSOR, there is a
huge difference between one and two hop(s) of knowledge for OBOR but full knowledge is not required. The solutions can
be classified according to system capacity limit (Fig 5(a)): OLSR (10.5 Mbps), AODV (12 Mbps), WCETT-LBA & OBOR1

& LSOR6 (15.75 Mbps), OBOR+
1 (16 Mbps), OBOR++

1 (16.25 Mbps), OBOR2 (18.5 Mbps), OBOR+
2 & OBOR6 (18.6

Mbps), OBOR++
2 & OBOR+

6 (18.7 Mbps), OBOR++
6 (19 Mbps). This represents a gain for OBOR2 of 54 and 76 %

respectively compared to AODV and OLSR.

E. Discussion about the overhead

1) Analytical estimation: It is possible to determine long term SNR (LSIavg) values if the transmission power and either the
Bit Error Rate (BER) or the Expected Transmission Count (ETX) are known. The short term throughput values (LSIshort) can
be determined as well if enough transmissions are occurring on a link, which allows the implementation of OBOR. However,
the time required to collect these measurements might be longer than the time during which they are relevant (because the
channel conditions evolve quickly). Thus, they can be obsolete reducing the resulting performance of OBOR. To address this
issue, other methods can be used such as studied by 3GPP and in literature concerning medium access/radio resource allocation
[8-10]. Using channel model equations along with the measurement of received power while transmission occurs on a link yield
to more reliable values compared to using a strategy based upon ETX or BER because it is more instantaneous. Furthermore,
those more reliable measurements can be accomplished using data packets being transmitted over the channel, reducing the
need for dedicated signaling. The only information that is additionally required is the transmission power of the receiver (that
the sender can add to a packet). However, If we assume this value rarely changes, the resulting overhead can be neglected.

It is important to note that even though the overhead of short term LSI values and BO is small, it will become significant
if the LSIshort and BOshort of each links are sent to each node of the topology. This is why OBOR is able to work with
partial knowledge of LSIshort and BOshort values. The extra overhead required by OBOR compared to OLSR for different
values of k is as follows:

• OBOR1 =⇒ Each node only has knowledge of their links. There is no forwarding of LSIshort values to neighbors so
no overhead to consider. Each router uses power measurements recorded in received data packets. BOshort values must
still be forwarded, though. Designating N as the number of nodes in the topology and L as the number of links of a
node, the node has to forward its data on L links to communicate with its neighbors. Assuming that every single node
has L links and BOshort values are updated every T seconds, the total forwarding cost (in packet) is L for one node
every T ms. The global system overhead cost is consequently (L ∗N/50.10−3) packet/s for OBOR1, L ∗N/25.10−3 for
OBOR+

1 and L ∗N/10.10−3 for OBOR++
1 .

• OBOR2 =⇒ The measured short term LSI and BO must be forwarded to each neighbor at one hop. Two cases are
treated:

– It forwards the new measured LSI values at every detected variation (unsynchronized forwarding: upper bound).
When it detects a variation of short term LSI link, the node has to forward its data on L− 1 links to communicate
to its neighbors. Sent packets can add BOshort information and the increased cost is inconsequential for OBOR2

while it is doubled with OBOR+
2 and multiplied by 5 for OBOR++

2 . Assuming that every node is connected
with L links and the short term LSI values variation frequency is 50 ms, during the signaling of these LSIshort
values, forwarding cost (in packet) is (L − 1) ∗ L for each node every 50 ms. Consequently, the global system
overhead cost is ((L− 1) ∗L ∗N/50.10−3) packet/s for OBOR2, ((L− 1) ∗L ∗N/25.10−3) packet/s for OBOR+

2 ,
((L− 1) ∗ L ∗N/10.10−3) packet/s for OBOR++

2 .
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– The short term LSI measurements forwarding to all links connecting a node are synchronized (synchronized forward-
ing: lower bound). The data will be collected with a minor delay but L − 1 short term LSI measurements can be
included in a same signaling packet meaning that we can divide the overhead by L−1. Consequently, the total system
overhead cost can be decreased to (L ∗N/50.10−3) packet/s for OBOR2, (L ∗N/25.10−3) packet/s for OBOR+

2 ,
(L ∗N/10.10−3) packet/s for OBOR++

2 .
• OBOR3 =⇒ The measured short term LSI and BO values must be forwarded to each neighbor at two hops. Respecting

the same law, we have to deal with two possibilities:
– Every single detection of variation, we forward the updated LSI values (unsynchronized forwarding: upper bound). As
OBOR2, this packets will be sent to its L−1 direct neighbors, L times. Each connected node have to forward this data
to its own neighbors once. Consequently, the total system overhead cost is increased and respectively for OBOR3,
OBOR+

3 and OBOR++
3 equal to: (L− 1)2 ∗L ∗N/50.10−3, (L− 1)2 ∗L ∗N/25.10−3, ((L− 1)2 ∗L ∗N/10.10−3)

packet/s.
– The short term LSI measurements forwarding to every links connecting a node are synchronized to be combined

in only one single signaling packet (synchronized forwarding: lower bound). Total system overhead cost can be
widely decreased for OBOR3, OBOR+

3 and OBOR++
3 to: (L− 1) ∗L ∗N/50.10−3, (L− 1) ∗L ∗N/25.10−3 and

((L− 1) ∗ L ∗N/10.10−3) packet/s.
• OBORk =⇒ The measured short term LSI and BO values must be forwarded to each neighbors at k−1 hops. Respecting

the same law, we still have to deal with two possibilities:
– At every single variation detection, we forward updated LSI values (unsynchronized forwarding: upper bound). Total

system overhead cost is heightened: ((L− 1)(k−1) ∗ L ∗N/T ) packet/s.
– The short term LSI measurements forwarding to every link connecting a node are synchronized to be combined in

only one single signaling packet (synchronized forwarding: lower bound). Total system overhead cost can be largely
decreased to ((L− 1)(k−2) ∗ L ∗N/T ) packet/s.

As aforementioned, OBOR1, OBOR2 and OBOR+
1 do not require much overhead and can easily be considered. OBOR+

2

and OBOR3 can also be considered, though they generate more overhead. Higher values of k can only be considered in
topologies with lower connectivity (low L values). This is why we focus on OBOR2 (having the same signaling cost than
OBOR1 when forwarding is synchronized) and OBOR+

2 in this paper. OBOR2 and OBOR+
2 still widely outperform OLSR,

AODV, WCETT-LBA and LSOR6.

2) Overhead comparison on one example: To greatly discern cost C in terms of overhead for every solution, we studied
their amount of data signaling conditions in a grid topology with n = 3 and with a constant 50 Mbps traffic load T . In this
context, L = 2.66 on average and N = 9. To create and keep updated routing tables with average LSI values, OLSR needs
a precise signaling number (defined as SOLSR in the following). The cost is C = SOLSR for WCETT-LBA, OLSR, and
LSOR1 solutions. The cost is C = SOLSR + (L ∗N/50.10−3)packet/s for OBOR1 protocol. Signaling packets of OBOR
incorporate router ID, BO and LSI values. Their length can be evaluated as almost equal to 60 bytes. Overhead signaling for
OBOR1 consequently cost C = SOLSR + 230kbps. As previously explained in the last subsection, additional overhead cost
to collect short term BO and LSI values is bounded by L ∗ N/50.10−3 and (L − 1) ∗ L ∗ N/50.10−3 signaling packets per
second for OBOR2. So, the OBOR2 total network overhead cost is bounded by SOLSR + 230kbps and SOLSR + 382kbps.
For OBORkcomplete (meaning total knowledge, thus OBOR4), these values are bounded by 633kbps and 1.051 ∗ 103kbps
(SOLSR is not required since mean LSI values are useless in this case). For AODV, a few signaling packet are sent during
route selection by broadcasting and can be neglected if the connection lasts long enough.

TABLE II: Global overhead cost estimation for the grid topology with n = 3.

Solution Cost from Cost from short Total overhead
mean values term values (kbps) cost C (kbps)

OLSR SOLSR 0 SOLSR

AODV 0 0 ε
WCETT-LBA SOLSR 0 SOLSR

LSOR4 0 [633, 1.051 ∗ 103] SOLSR + [633, 1.051 ∗ 103]
OBOR1 SOLSR 230 SOLSR + 230
OBOR2 SOLSR [230, 382] SOLSR + [230, 382]
OBOR4 0 [633, 1.051 ∗ 103] [633, 1.051 ∗ 103]
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V. CONCLUSION

Routing has always been a critical issue in multihop wireless networks. Multipath fading effect has been left behind in
state-of-the-art solutions though it is a relevant wireless network particularity affecting every link’s capacity. It makes it way
harder for these protocols to permanently choose the best route with an optimal throughput value. OLSR exploits its routing
table knowledge and keeps links value updated considering average LSI values. AODV selects a route by broadcasting packets
(RREQ) and selects the path travelled by the first packets reaching destination. But in both cases, the chosen path does not
change on the short term variation time scale which condemns them not to be optimal in terms of delay and throughput.
We are persuaded that links’ short term Signal to Noise Ratio values must be widely considered by the use of multipath
fading variation knowledge. Previous works on LSOR protocol pointed out that taking into consideration this information is
truly beneficial. Collecting these inputs have been proven as realistic in the access point radio resource management research
domain (opportunistic scheduling) and grants a massive network performance improvement. The LSOR protocol can profit
from decreasing delay in plentiful cases and rise throughput values by more than several tens of percent pushing back the
system congestion. However, we demonstrated in this paper the limits of the LSOR algorithm that does not consider router
buffer occupancy level in its management. This sometimes conducts to some links over-exploitation while several other links
are under-exploited and this phenomenon particularly appears when network traffic load is high. This paper proposes to add
the previous parameter in the path selection process. The new OBOR approach uses less signaling information than LSOR
and succeeds in outperforming it. Packet delay is widely reduced thanks to an efficient load balancing while system capacity
limit and packet delivery ratio are improved.
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